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Halifax Bomber Air crash 1944 in France World War 2.  

We have been asked for our 
help with regard to one of the 
airmen involved in the crash of 
the bomber when on a flight over 
France. The correspondent is 
looking for living relatives who 
may have further information to 
help in the writing of a book 
which will include the details of 
all 5 airmen involved in this air 
disaster.  The French gentleman 
hoping to compile this book lives 
in France next to where the 
crash happened and has taken 
part in salvaging some of the 

aircraft. 

Peter Theodore Thompson  was one of five airmen involved. His parents are 
known to be Mary Agnes Schiendorfer and Frederick Thompson.  

Margaret Schiendorfer and her family came from Austria and became British 
citizens in 1906. They were living mainly in the Harrogate district. A full detailed 
family history has been compiled for the Schiendorfers but with no trace  of 
father Frederick Thompson. 

We have found one Schiendorfer family still living in the area in the Wetherby 
Road and have passed on this information but if any of you have further 
information on the Schiendorfers or on Frederick Thompson please contact 
Wendy Jordan email horburylass60@gmail.com  

She will be very grateful for any information, pictures or photographs which you 
can provide. 

If you do not have email please telephone with the information - number above 

But Grandma... 
She was in the bathroom, putting on her makeup, 
under the watchful eyes of her young 
granddaughter, as she had done many times 
before.  After she applied the lipstick and started to 
leave, the little one said, “But Gramma, you forgot 
to kiss the toilet paper goodbye!”   

Provided by David Coates 

mailto:horburylass60@gmail.com
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New Insights into Bilton Park Colliery (Part 2 of 3)     Alan Gould 

The final part of the story on the development of Bilton Park Colliery is associated 
with the north-western expansion of the colliery and its eventual closure.  
The field immediately north of Coalpits Wood contains several unusual circular 
patches of dense bramble and gorse vegetation, an inspection of which revealed 
them to be covering filled-in pit shafts. This field is only used as rough pasture and 
its surface is littered with a lot of stone spoil fragments. Since the 1808 lease 
condition required abandoned shafts to be filled in, it is possible that the pits in this 
field were created around, or after, this time. The coal seam in this area is 20-55 
metres below ground level and 5-10 metres below the level of the river.   

Post 1777 Phase 2 

It is thought that sometime after 1777, the waterwheel and southern tail race were 
closed down and the pumping of water from the pumping pit, discussed in the last 
Newsletter, was stopped. The engine race was then partially in-filled, isolating the 
southern tail race as the present large L-shaped depression, and a new, northern 
tail race return was dug. This signified the end of the first phase of pumped water 
extraction from the mine and the start of the second phase of further mine 
expansion to the north-west and water extraction.  

It is noted that this new northern tail race return is oriented at a different angle to 
the river and is surprisingly in direct alignment with several other features, e.g. a 
ramp up the side of the engine race and, more notably, two platform ledges (one 
very shallow and one much more significant in size) on the slope of the valley side 
which are equidistantly spaced between the probable new site of the waterwheel 
and a filled-in pit shaft 100 metres away to the north-west. This abandoned pit is 
sited almost exactly where Brown, the author of the 1777 Bilton Park Colliery 
report, had proposed the trial borehole be located.   

The alignment of these features, especially the equidistantly spaced platform 
ledges, raises the possibility that a flat-rod (Stangenkünst) system of power 
transmission was being used to transfer the power from the waterwheel to the pit 
head over 100 metres away and 20 metres above the river. The water pump would 
have been installed at the bottom of the new pit with reciprocating moving pump 
rods operating in the shaft. It was not uncommon for men and moving machinery 
to be in close proximity with each other in those days. This flat-rod power 
transmission system had been developed in 16

th
 century Europe and was known 

by Brown, since he had proposed its use in a report he wrote for the expansion of 
the Ford Colliery in Northumberland in 1778. 

The large number of abandoned shafts in this new area of expansion suggests 
that little horizontal development of the mine away from the pit shaft was possible 
and therefore underground conditions must have been difficult. This is supported 
by the fact that the locations of the shafts are such that the coal seam was only at 
a modest depth of 5-10 metres below river level. All of this adds weight to the 
numerous reports in the literature that mining was thought to have ended by about 
1820 because of water problems. There are no mining leases in the archives after 
1824 and the 1838 Harrogate Rate Book has no record of the mine.  
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Colliery closure 

It is not known if the mine ever delivered the expected returns foreseen by Brown 
as a result of its post-1777 investment. The fact that the mining leases only 
continued at a low value of £40/year would suggest that this was not the case. 

Following the closure of the mine, the upstream engine race intake was blocked off 
from the river, most likely as an act of flood protection. The 1854 first Ordnance 
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Survey map shows the intake as still being open to the river, but as this map 
contains several errors, e.g. the orientation of the L-shaped southern tail race 
return, it is not certain if the intake was isolated from the river before or after this 
date. Another feature of this 1854 map was the presence of a large island, now no 
longer in existence, in the middle of the river immediately downstream of the 
position of the unmarked weir. A similar island feature was formed in the River Nidd 
after the recent partial collapse of the Scotton Mill weir. It is therefore believed that 
the weir constructed for the colliery waterwheel had either been dismantled or had 
collapsed before this mid-19

th
 century survey. 

Little evidence of the colliery now remains. The collapsed weir and the decaying 
remains of the abandoned and filled-in pit shafts, some spoil heaps and the engine 
race can still be seen today. But even these surviving elements are slowly being 
lost as a result of agricultural activities, river floods and natural erosion. 

Access to the site of Bilton Park Colliery 

The intake, tunnel, weir, engine race, post-1777 Phase 1 pumping pit and a couple 
of the abandoned pits are immediately adjacent to the Nidd Gorge public footpath 
that runs through the area and are worthy of a visit. Many of the other abandoned 
pits can be found in Coalpits Wood, but the pathless slopes are steep and slippery 
and great care must be exercised, especially when above the crags. The earliest 
pits on the plateau are on private land and can only be visited with the land owners’ 
permission. Similar access restrictions apply to the post-1777 Phase 2 pits north of 
Coalpits Wood which are located on private farmland.  

Please respect the public rights of way and access restrictions when visiting 

the area.    

Historical Society and Covid-19 - The Latest News 

The Committee has reviewed the ongoing Covid-19 situation and although Bilton 
Community Centre has reopened, the Committee has regrettably decided that our 
programme of monthly evening talks will be suspended until further notice. This is 
because our normal attendance exceeds the room's socially distanced acceptable 
capacity. 
 
The typical number of members at the weekly Tuesday morning Study Group can 
meet safely and socially distanced. However, a large proportion of the 
regular attenders are in Covid-19 vulnerable categories and have indicated that 
they would not be able to meet for the time being. It was felt that the weekly cost 
of hiring the room could not be justified for the remaining small number of Study 
Group members and therefore the Study Group room bookings have at present 
been reduced to 13

th
 October and 8

th
 December. The Study Group's activities are 

still continuing on a more individual basis and the frequency of its meetings will be 
reviewed regularly with the hope that the Study Group will soon be able to return 
to normal. 

A Crumb from History 
Bread was divided according to status. Workers got the burnt bottom of the loaf, 
The family got the middle, and guests got the top, or ''The Upper Crust''. 
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Something to Fill your Time 
Obviously now, the researchers are not meeting on Tuesday mornings. That 
doesn’t mean that the members have not been looking into the history of Bilton, 
Harrogate and other parts. Now you can join in by trying this small quiz. After 
working them out can you also think where they are and why they have that name. 
We don’t know all the answers to where the names came from so you might be 
able to add to our knowledge. Solve the clues to identify the streets in Bilton. 
Clues: 
1. Where you can get a drink. (3,5) 
2. Dad redrew Vikings. (4,7,5) (anagram) 
3. A grey-haired coiffure. (3,6) 
4. Varied low hold. (8,5) (anagram) 
5. Where the wagon can cross the small stream. (9,4) 
6. Scrounge the TV (8,5) (anagram) 
7. The route to a Ryedale village and abbey. (6,4) 
8. Corgi delivered (9,5) (anagram) 
9. Car ride to the dune. (8,5) 
10. Not shy jaws. (2,5,3) (anagram) 
11. Grounds laid out for the public enjoyment of an unmarried man. (8,7) 
12. Inspect pasture. (6,4) 
13. Dollar hider. (7,4) (anagram) 
14. Tree lined approach to water springs. (9,6) 
15. Inverted sachets. (9,6) (anagram) 
16. The Scotton side of the river. (4,4) 
17. Hence rug care. (7,5) (anagram) 
18. A small plantation of Syringa Vulgaris. (5,5) 
19. Anoint bell. (6,4) (anagram) 
20. Nearby school. (6,6,5) 
21. A nun, seventy one. (8,6) (anagram) 
22. Pulverize portal. (4,4) 
23. Intellects porch. (4,3,8) (anagram) 
24. You can find rabbits here. (6,5) 
25. The entourage of an English romantic poet who drowned in Italy. (7,5) 
26. Ever eaten mule? (3,4,6) (anagram) 
27. Where timber is congruous with pasture (9,6) 
28. Naked rep. (4,4) (anagram)  
29. Adjacent to the fire damaged pig (9,5) 
30. A royal band (6,4) (anagram)  

The answers are to be found on page 7. 

RIVER NIDD puzzle entries 
Many thanks to the members who submitted entries for the RIVER NIDD word challenge in the 
June Newsletter. 
Congratulations go to Marilyn Dunn, whose entry was the first to be received, and to separate 
and independent entries from Keith and Jean Burton.  Keith found the most words, a very 
impressive 55, but as Editor, he declared his entry non-competitive. Jean is therefore declared 
the winner with 45 words. Both Jean and Keith found more words than I did, thus demonstrating 
their superior linguistic skills (and why we value Keith as our Newsletter Editor) and possibly also 
that their Chambers Dictionary is better than my Concise Oxford. WELL DONE JEAN      Alan Gould  
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 Rebels and Traitors set up on Micklegate Bar – Harry Hotspur 
 
Sir Henry Percy (Hotspur) died in 1403. He was the son of Henry Percy, 1

st
 Duke of 

Northumberland, and Margaret Neville. He was commonly known as Sir Henry or 
Harry Hotspur, perhaps the name was suggestive of his impulsive nature. A 
significant captain during the Anglo-Scottish wars, he later led successive 
rebellions against Henry IV of England. He also formed an alliance with the Welsh 
rebel, Owain Glyndwr. Harry was slain at the Battle of Shrewsbury, when he raised 
his visor to get some air (as he was wearing plate armour which restricted air 
circulation) and was immediately hit in the mouth with an arrow and killed instantly 
in 1403 at the height of his career. He was interred at Whitchurch, Shropshire. 
However rumours continued that he was still alive, so King Henry had him 
exhumed and displayed, propped upright between two millstones, in the market 
place at Shrewsbury. After that, the king arranged for his death to be made clear 
throughout the kingdon. His body was quartered and the parts were sent to 
London, Newcastle, Bristol and Chester. His head was erected on Micklegate Bar, 
York. In 1404 his lands were forfeited to the crown and he was posthumously 
declared a traitor.  
The name of one of England’s premier football clubs, Tottenham Hotspur Football 
Club, acknowledges Henry Percy, whose descendants owned land in the 
neighbourhood of the club’s first ground in the Tottenham marshes. A 14-foot high 
bronze statue of Harry Hotspur was unveiled in Alnwick, Northumberland in 2010. 
As there is no likeness available in portraits showing his face the son of the present 
Duke was the model for his ancestor’s face. Below the statue is a plaque which 

states the following: 
Henry Percy,  
Harry Hotspur  
c1364/1403 . “And 
by his light did all 
the chivalry of 
England move to do 
brave acts”. The 
statue was 
commissioned by 
Alnwick Community 
Development Trust 
and produced by 
the Northumberland 
sculptor, Keith 
Maddison, to 
commemorate the 
700

th
 anniversary of 

the Percy family in 
Alnwick, and to 
honour its most 

illustrious warrior. It was unveiled by his Grace the Duke of Northumberland on 20
th
 

August 2010.          Isabella Ladigus 
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Memories of Bilton - drawings of Harrogate buildings from the 
1950s and ‘60s by George Walker 

Provided by Shirley Dunwell 
Harrogate Historian Malcolm Neesam was excited to discover a folder of drawings 
in the collections of Harrogate Museum, recognising that they documented many 
Harrogate locations that are now greatly changed or long gone. We knew nothing 
of the artist George Walker, but thanks to social media we were able to make 
contact with family members and piece together information about George and his 
passion for drawing in and around Harrogate. 
 
Here we have some drawings of Harrogate Hall and other locations in Bilton. We’d 

love to hear from you if you have 
memories or stories of the 
locations.  
 
▪️Harrogate Hall: Until its 
demolition in the 1970s, 
Harrogate Hall was the town’s 
most substantial medieval 
building, located in Hall Lane, 
Bilton.  
▪️Occupied by the Burnand family 
by 1558, Harrogate Hall was a 
farmhouse with 143 acres of 

land used for agricultural purposes. 
It was leased in 1625 to Thomas 
Wentworth who within two years was 
to receive a barony from Charles I, 
and the Presidency of the Council of 
the North. He was eventually 
executed in 1641.  
▪️The rear view of Harrogate Hall 
shows the extensive buildings 
associated with the Hall’s agricultural 
usage  

1. Bar Place 
2. King Edwards Drive 
3. Old Barber 
4. Woodhall Drive 
5. Wainfleet Road 
6. Chestnut Grove 
7. Byland Road 
8. Coleridge Drive 
9. Sandhill Drive 
10. St Johns Way 

11. Bachelor Gardens 
12. Meadow View 
13. Redhill Road 
14. Fountains Avenue 
15. Cavendish Street 
16. Over Nidd 
17. Chaucer Green 
18. Lilac Grove 
19. Bilton Lane 
20. Bilton Grange Close 

21. Tennyson Avenue 
22. Mill Gate 
23. Hill Top Crescent 
24. Warren Place 
25. Shelley Court 
26. Elm Tree Avenue 
27. Woodfield Square 
28. Dene Park 
29. Swinburne Close 
30. Albany Road 

Bilton Street Names Quiz  - Answers 
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The inscription in the bottom 
right corner is Old Bilton WB 
1698. Do you recognise the 
building? Can you recall 
seeing such an inscription? 
Do you know who WB was 
and what his connection was 
with this substantial 
dwelling? This is the sort of 
investigation that the 
research group enjoys (when 
it can meet). Some can be 
done online, but there is 
often information hidden in 
records at the Library or at 
the County Records Offices in Northallerton and Wakefield. 

 
Bar Corner Bilton. Can you 
place these buildings? Are they 
still standing or have they been 
replaced by something else. Do 
you have photographs taken in 
the area in the 1950s and 60s? 
- they might help you to place 
the houses, the corner and the 
small part of the building in the 
right foreground. It can be hard 
to spot these places, especially 
if some of the building is the 
same, but modernised, and 

some has been demolished. 
 
Another view entitled Bar Corner. Are 
these the same buildings viewed 
froma  different angle or a completely 
different set of buildings? Can you 
add to our knowledge? Perhaps 
when you are out for a walk you can 
look at the buildings around you and 
try to identify or even take a picture if 
you have your camera handy.  
 
We look forward to hearing from you. 


